Modern compression codes exploit signals' complex structures to encode them very efficiently. On the other hand, compressed sensing algorithms recover "structured" signals from their under-determined set of linear measurements. Currently, there is a noticeable gap between the types of structures used in the area of compressed sensing and those employed by stateof-the-art compression codes. Recent results in the literature on deterministic signals aim at bridging this gap through devising compressed sensing decoders that employ compression codes. This paper focuses on structured stochastic processes and studies application of lossy compression codes to compressed sensing of such signals. The performance of the formerly proposed compressible signal pursuit (CSP) optimization is studied in this stochastic setting. It is proved that in the low-distortion regime, as the blocklength grows to infinity, the CSP optimization reliably and robustly recovers n instances of a stationary process from its random linear measurements as long as n is slightly more than n times the rate-distortion dimension (RDD) of the source. It is also shown that under some regularity conditions, the RDD of a stationary process is equal to its information dimension. This connection establishes the optimality of CSP at least for memoryless stationary sources, which have known fundamental limits. Finally, it is shown that CSP combined by a family of universal variable-length fixed-distortion compression codes yields a family of universal compressed sensing recovery algorithms.
with as few measurements as possible. Such modern data acquisition problems, which can be described as solving underdetermined systems of linear equations, arise in many different applications, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), high resolution imaging, and radar.
While sparsity of the desired signal is the main focus in the compressed sensing literature, initiated in the key works of Donoho et al. [1] and Candes et al. [2] , [3] , more recent compressed sensing recovery algorithms capture structures beyond sparsity, such as group sparsity, low-rankness, etc. [4] - [28] . Although structures studied in the literature are present in many signals, they are to a great extent confined to basic models, compared to more complex underlying structures known to be present in such signals. Employing such elaborate structures can potentially lead to more efficient compressed sensing systems that require significantly smaller numbers of measurements.
In addition to compressed sensing, the structure of a signal plays an important role in many other fundamental problems in information theory, such as data compression, data prediction and denoising. Data compression is a well-studied topic in information theory, initiated by Shannon's seminal work [29] . Compression algorithms rely on using a signal's patterns to encode it efficiently. For instance, after decades of research, the types of structures employed by state-of-the-art image and video compression algorithms are quite elaborate, and much more complicated than those used in compressed sensing.
Given the maturity and the efficiency of existing data compression algorithms, especially for images and videos, one may wonder whether data compression codes can be directly employed to build compressed sensing recovery algorithms. The motivation for exploring this issue is that good compression codes naturally take advantage of signals' elaborate structures. Therefore, building a compressed sensing decoder based on an efficient data compression code, potentially, enables the recovery algorithm to exploit such complex structures. Another advantage of devising a generic process for building compressed sensing recovery algorithms based on compression codes is to simplify and automate this task. In other words, to design a compressed sensing recovery algorithm for a given source, instead of studying its specific structure, one might be able to use the already-existing data compression codes for that source to derive an efficient compression-based recovery algorithm.
The idea of using compression codes in designing compressed sensing recovery algorithms was introduced in [30] and [31] . Consider x n ∈ Q, where Q represents a compact subset of R n . A compression code of rate r for the set Q is described by encoder and decoder mappings f n : Q → {1, . . . , 2 r } and g n : {1, . . . , 2 r } → R n , respectively. The distortion induced by this code is defined as δ sup
x n ∈Q x n − g n ( f n (x n )) 2 .
This code defines a codebook C n , which contains all possible reconstruction vectors generated by this code. That is,
Clearly, |C n | ≤ 2 r . Suppose a decoder desires to recover the signal x n from noisy underdetermined linear measurements y m = Ax n + z m , by employing the compression code ( f n , g n ), without explicitly studying the set Q. To achieve this goal, [30] and [31] propose the compressible signal pursuit (CSP) optimization defined as
x n arg min c n ∈C n y m − Ac n 2 2 .
In other words, to recover the original signal from linear measurements, the CSP seeks the reconstruction vector in C n that minimizes the measurement error. This is done through an exhaustive search over the codebook of the compression code. It can be shown that the number of measurements required by CSP for successful recovery depends on the ratedistortion trade-off of the compression code and the desired accuracy [30] , [31] . The results of [30] and [31] on deterministic signals establish the foundations of building compression-based compressed sensing decoders. However, since the studied model only concerns deterministic signals, the results do not illustrate the fundamental connections between the source structure, which is captured by its distribution, its information theoretic rate-distortion function and the number of measurements required by compression-based decoders. In this paper we focus on stationary analog processes, and study the performance of the CSP optimization, as a compressionbased compressed sensing recovery algorithm. This shift from deterministic signals to stochastic stationary processes enables us to 1) establish new fundamental connections between the rate-distortion dimension of the source, and its information dimension, which serves as its measure of structuredness; 2) characterize the performance of the CSP optimization in terms of the information theoretic rate-distortion function of the source, and illustrate the connection between the asymptotic number of measurements required by CSP and the rate-distortion dimension of the source process; 3) employ the established connection and prove asymptotic optimality of the CSP optimization for cases in which the fundamental limits of compressed sensing are known; and 4) employ universal compression codes, and design a compression-based universal compressed sensing recovery algorithm. Since in compressed sensing applications almost always we deal with continuous-valued (analog) sources, compression codes employed in building compression-based decoders are always lossy compression codes. As a result, the reconstruction given by the CSP optimization is also a lossy reconstruction. In other words, the resulting compression-based recovery algorithm is a lossy compressed sensing algorithm, where there is a trade-off between the number of measurements, the quality of the reconstruction, and the rate and the distortion of the compression code. In this paper we mainly focus on this tradeoff and leave the complexity issues for future extensions of this work, where a more algorithmic approach would be necessary to handle or at least approximate the minimization in CSP with reasonable time-complexity.
In a standard noiseless compressed sensing setting, given enough noise-free linear measurements, the decoder recovers the signal losslessly or almost losslessly. To achieve similar performance using a compression-based recovery method such as CSP optimization, one needs to employ a high-fidelity compression code that achieves small distortion. In such a setting, as we will show in this paper, unlike the rate of the compression code, the number of measurements required by CSP optimization does not grow unboundedly, as the distortion goes to zero. The reason is that the number of measurements required by CSP is proportional to the rate of the code divided by the logarithm of its inverse distortion. This ratio is related to the rate-distortion dimension (RDD) of the code and is bounded.
In this paper we consider an analog stochastic source X = {X i } ∞ i=−∞ and signal X n generated by this source. Instead of observing X n directly, a decoder measures Y m = AX n + Z m , m < n, and aims at estimating X n from Y m . Here, similar to the deterministic setting, A ∈ R m×n and Z m denote the measurement matrix and the stochastic noise in the system, respectively. Assume that the data acquisition decoder has access to a "good" lossy compression code for the source X, and employs it to recover the vector X n via the CSP optimization. Our first major contribution in this paper is to derive the trade-off between the performance of the compression code, stated in terms of its rate, distortion and excess distortion probability, and the performance of the CSP optimization, summarized by the required number of linear measurements and its achieved reconstruction quality. We prove that, asymptotically, for large n and as the distortion of the compression codes goes to zero, the normalized number of random linear measurements required by the CSP optimization is equal to the RDD [32] of the source. It is known that for a random variable (or vector), the (upper and lower) RDD is equal to the (upper and lower) information dimension (ID) of the random variable [32] . Our second major contribution is to extend this result to analog stationary processes, and to prove that, under some regularity conditions, the RDD of a stationary process is equal to its ID, defined in [33] . This, combined with the results of [34] , establishes the asymptotic optimalilty of CSP for stationary memoryless sources.
We study piecewise-constant signals to illustrate our results on the connection between RDD and ID. Piecewise-constant signals are used widely to model many natural signals in the signal processing, compression, and denoising literature. We derive upper and lower bounds on the rate-distortion functions of such signals when they are modeled by a firstorder Markov process, and use these bounds to evaluate the RDDs of such processes.
Given our focus on building compression-based compressed sensing algorithms, we also address two related important questions: Can one derive a universal compressed sensing recovery algorithm based on a given universal compression code? How well will such a scheme perform? In information theory, universal codes refer to algorithms that do not require knowledge of the source distribution and yet achieve the optimal performance. Universal lossy or lossless compression [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , universal denoising [43] , [44] and universal prediction [45] , [46] are some examples of universal coding problems that have been well-studied in information theory. The problem of universal compressed sensing and the existence of such algorithms that can recover a signal from its underdetermined set of random linear observations without knowing the source model has recently been studied both for deterministic [47] and probabilistic signal models [33] , [48] , [49] . Our third major contribution is addressing both of the above questions. We prove that a family of universal fixed-distortion compression codes yields a family of universal compressed sensing recovery algorithms. This connection has important implications both in theory and in practice.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II presents some necessary background information. Section III examines some measures of structuredness and information for analog stationary processes, and establishes a connection between the IDs and the RDDs of such processes. Section IV studies the performance the CSP algorithm when applied to compressed sensing of a stationary process. Section V provides the performance and optimality of CSP for almost zero-distortion recovery using the established connection between RDD and ID. Universal CSP (UCSP) is introduced in Section VI as a universal compressed sensing recovery algorithm, and its performance trade-offs are studied. Section VII presents the proofs of some of the results, and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Notation
Calligraphic letters such as X and Y denote sets. The size of a set X is denoted by |X |. Capital letters like X and Y represent random variables. For a random variable X, X denotes its alphabet. For x ∈ R, x ( x ) represents the smallest (largest) integer larger (smaller) than x. For b ∈ N + , [x] b denotes the b-bit approximation of x, i.e., for
Also, let x b , defined as
denote a quantized version of x. For x ∈ R, δ x denotes the Dirac measure with an atom at x. Throughout the paper, log and ln refer to the logarithm to base 2 and natural logarithm, respectively. {0, 1} * = ∪ ∞ n=1 {0, 1} n denotes the set of all binary sequences of finite length. For a binary sequence b ∈ {0, 1} n , |b| denotes the length of the sequence.
B. Lossy Compression
Consider a stationary process X = {X i }. A lossy compression code for X operating at rate R and blocklength n is specified by (n, f n , g n ), where n denotes the blocklength, and f n : X n → {1, 2, . . . , 2 n R } and g n : {1, . . . , 2 n R } →X n denote the encoding and the decoding functions, respectively. HereX represents the reconstruction alphabet. Throughout the paper, we mainly focus on the case where X =X = IR. Typically, the performance of a lossy compression code is measured in terms of its rate, R, and expected average distortion D E[d n (X n ,X n )], whereX n = g n ( f n (X n )), and for x n ∈ X n andx n ∈X n ,
and d : X ×X → IR + denotes a per-letter distortion measure. In this work, we mainly focus on the case of the squared error distortion in which d(x,x) = (x −x) 2 . Another possible performance metric for a lossy compression code is its excess distortion probability [50] , which is a stronger notion than expected distortion. The excess distortion probability of a code is defined as the probability that the average per-letter distortion between the source and reconstruction blocks exceeds some predetermined threshold, i.e.,
The distortion D is said to be achievable at rate R under vanishing excess distortion probability if, for each > 0, there exists a family of (n, f n , g n ) lossy compression codes operating at rate R such that, for all n large enough,
In other words, a rate-distortion pair (R, D) is achievable under this stronger notion of achievability, if the probability that the average per-letter distortion exceeds D can be made arbitrarily small.
Let R a (X, D) denote the supremum of all rates R such that (R, D) is achievable for lossy compression of the process X under an average per-letter distortion constraint. Similarly, let R m (X, D) denote the supremum of all rates R such that (R, D) is achievable under vanishing excess distortion probability. While R m (X, D) and R a (X, D) are not equal in general, for stationary ergodic processes R m (X, D) = R a (X, D) [51] [52] [53] . Throughout this paper we focus only on such processes; therefore, we drop the subscript m or a, and let R(X, D) denote the rate-distortion function of the source.
III. MEASURES OF INFORMATION AND STRUCTURE
To develop a unified approach to the problem of structured signal recovery, and also to fundamentally understand the connections between the problems of data compression and compressed sensing, a universal notion of complexity for analog signals is required. Such a notion of complexity is expected to effectively measure all the information contained in the structure of an analog signal.
For discrete signals, there are well-known measures of complexity in the information theory literature. The entropy H (X) and the entropy rateH (X) = lim n→∞ H (X n |X n−1 ) measure the complexity of a random variable X and stationary process X = {X i }, respectively. Both of these measures are closely connected to the minimum number of bits per symbol required for representing stochastic sources [54] . However, when we shift from discrete alphabet to analog, both the entropy and the entropy rate become infinite. Therefore, such measures cannot be used for capturing the structure of such signals.
To illustrate what is meant for an analog process to be structured, consider a stationary memoryless process X =
where f c denotes the probability density function (pdf) of an absolutely continuous distribution. In other words, for each i , with probability p, X i is exactly equal to zero, otherwise, it is drawn from f c . From this definition, X n generated by this source contains around n(1 − p) entries equal to zero, and the rest of the entries are real numbers in the support of f c . To describe X n with a certain precision, for zero entries, it suffices to describe their locations. The number of bits required for this description does not depend on the reconstruction quality. However, for the remaining approximately np elements of X n , it can be proved that the required number of bits grows proportionally to the desired reconstruction quality. This intuitively suggests that the probability p, which controls the number of non-zero elements in X n , is a fundamental quantity related to the complexity of X n . This intuition is nicely captured by the notion of ID introduced by Rényi [55] .
Definition 1 (Rényi Information Dimension [55] ): The Rényi upper and lower IDs of an analog random variable X are defined asd
respectively. If the two limits coincide, d(X) =d(X) = d(X) is defined as the Rényi ID of X.
Note that while the above definition of the Rényi IDs is in terms of the entropy of the b-level quantized version of X normalized by the number of bits required for binary representation of it, log b, it is easy to see that we can equivalently find them in terms of the entropy of the b-bit approximation of X, [X] b , normalized by b, the number of bits i.e.d(X) = lim sup b→∞
. The Rényi ID of a random variable serves as a measure of structuredness for analog random variables. To shed some light on this measure, consider the independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sparse source X described earlier. It can be proved that the Rényi ID of each X i is equal to p, which is the probability that X i is non-zero [55] . Decreasing the parameter p increases the sparsity level of the output of such a source, and hence intuitively decreases its complexity. This phenomenon is captured by the Rényi ID of X. In fact, δ 0 can be changed to any discrete probability distribution and the result will not change since the Rényi ID of a discrete source is 0. The notion of Rényi ID for random variables or vectors was extended in [33] to define the ID of analog stationary processes.
Definition 2 (ID of a Stationary Process [33] ): The k-th order upper and lower IDs of a stationary process 
For a stationary memoryless process X = {X i } ∞ i=−∞ , this definition coincides with that of Rényi's ID of the first order marginal distribution of the process X. That isd o (X) =d(X 1 ) and d o (X) = d(X 1 ). For sources with memory, taking the limit as the memory parameter k grows to infinity allows d o (X) to capture the overall structure that is present in an analog stationary process. It can be proved that d o (X) ≤ 1, for all stationary processes, and if the stationary process X is structured, d o (X) is strictly smaller than one [33] . As an example of a structured stationary analog process with memory, consider a piecewise constant signal modeled by a first order Markov
denotes the pdf of an absolutely continuous distribution with bounded support, defined over an interval (l, u) . In other words, at each time i , the process either makes a jump and takes a value drawn from the pdf f c , or it stays at X i−1 . The decision is made based on the outcome of an i.i.d.
Bern ( p) random variable independent of all past values of X. While the output of this source is not sparse, it is clearly a structured process. This intuition is indeed captured by the ID of the process; it can be proved that d o (X) = p, i.e., the probability that the process makes a jump determines the complexity of this process [33] . In the following we present two more examples of stationary sources with memory and their information dimensions.
Example 1 (Theorem 4 in [33] ): Consider a stationary Markov process X of order l such that conditioned on
where f c is the pdf of an absolutely continuous distribution with bounded support (0, 1). Define the causal moving average of Y as the process X. That is, for each i ∈ N,
For a stationary memoryless process, under some mild conditions on the distribution, [34] proves that the Rényi ID of the first order marginal distribution of the source characterizes the fundamental limits of compressed sensing. In other words, given a process X, asymptotically, as the blocklength grows to infinity, the minimum number of linear measurements, m, normalized by the ambient dimension, n, that is required for recovering X n from its linear measurements is shown to be equal to d(X 1 ), which is the Rényi ID of X 1 . In [33] , it is shown that asymptotically slightly more than nd o (X) random linear measurements suffice for universal recovery of X n generated a stationarity process that satisfies some mixing constraints, without knowing the source model. These results provide an operational interpretation of the Rényi ID of a random variable and its generalization to stationary processes.
The focus of this paper is on the application of compression codes in building compressed sensing recovery algorithms. The rate-distortion function of a stationary source measures the minimum number of bits per source symbol required for achieving a given reconstruction quality. It turns out that for an analog process, as the reconstruction becomes finer, the behavior of the rate-distortion function is connected to the level of structuredness of the source process and ID notions mentioned earlier. In the rest of this section, we first review the known results on this connection, and then prove our main result of this section, which, under some mild conditions, establishes this connection for general stationary processes.
Consider a metric space (R k , ρ), and random vector X k . The rate-distortion function of X k under an expected distortion constraint with [32] ): The upper and lower RDDs of X k are defined as
Definition 3 (Rate-Distortion Dimension (RDD) of a Random Vector
The following theorem from [32] establishes the connection between the Rényi ID of a random vector X k and its RDD, for any general distribution on X k .
where dim R (X k ), and dim R (X k ) denote the upper and lower RDDs of X k under the fidelity constraint d(
Consider an analog stationary process X = {X i } ∞ i=−∞ . The rate-distortion function R(X, D) of the source X under squared error distortion can be computed as [56] , [57] 
and
Note that with this distortion metric, we have r = 2 and R (m) (X, D) = 1 m R 2 (X m , D). It can also be shown that inf m R (m) (X, D) = R(X, D) [57] .
Definition 4 (RDD of a Stationary Process): The upper and lower RDDs of the stationary process X can be defined as
The main result of this section is the following theorem which extends the equivalence of Rényi ID and RDD shown in [32] for i.i.d. random vectors to stationary processes.
Theorem 2: For a stationary process
The main ingredients of the proof of Theorem 2 are the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1: For any stationary process X, we have
exists for all m, and also there exists
Proofs of Theorem 2 and Lemmas 1 and 2 are provided in Section VII.
To illustrate the relationship between RDD and ID, as an example, consider the piecewise-constant signal described earlier. To directly evaluate the RDD of this process, its ratedistortion characterization is required. However, deriving the rate-distortion function of sources with memory is in general very challenging. For instance, even for the binary symmetric Markov chain, the rate-distortion function is not known, except in a low-distortion region [58] , and we have to resort to upper and lower bounds in general [59] , [60] . The following theorem provides upper and lower bounds on R(X, D) of the piecewise-constant source. While there is a gap between the bounds on R(X, D), since the gap does not depend on D, as shown in the following corollary, they can be used to evaluate the RDD of the source exactly.
Theorem 3: Consider a first-order stationary Markov
where R f c (D) and H ( p) denote the rate distortion function of an i.i.d. process distributed according to pdf f c , and the binary entropy function (− p log 2 p − (1 − p) log 2 (1 − p)), respectively.
Proof: A detailed proof of Theorem 3 is presented in Section VII. To prove the upper bound (achievability), we consider a code that describes the positions of the jumps losslessly at rate H ( p). Since the source is piecewise constant, after describing the positions of the jumps, the encoder removes the repeated values and applies a lossy compression code of blocklength length close to np. Therefore, to describe the values at distortion D the encoder roughly needs to spend np R f c (D) bits. For the lower bound (converse), we consider a genie-aided decoder that has access to the positions of the jumps. Then intuitively, to describe the values at distortion D, it still needs a rate of at least p R f c (D). The proof in Section VII makes these steps formal by properly analyzing the reduced block length which is a random number.
Corollary 1: For the piecewise constant source in Theorem 3, we have
In other words, the RDD is equal to p which is in turn equal to the ID of this source.
Proof: Given the bound on the rate-distortion process derived in Theorem 3, it is easy to directly derive the RDD of such a source. More precisely, given the upper bound, it follows that
Similarly, given the lower bound, we have
where the last lines in both the upper and the lower RDDs follow from [32] and [55] . Therefore, p ≤ dim R (X) ≤ dim R (X) ≤ p. In other words, for this source RDD exists and is equal to dim R (X) = p. Hence, we have
This agrees with the ID of this source found in Theorem 2 in [33] 
Remark 1: Corollary 1 states that the RDD of the piecewise constant source described in Theorem 3 is equal to p, which is also the ID of this process [33] . The IDs of such processes are computed in [33] directly. Theorem 2, by proving the equivalence of ID and RDD, provides an alternative path to computing the IDs of stochastic processes. Note that to be able to calculate the RDD of a process, the exact characterization of the rate-distortion function is not required. In fact, it is easy to see that it would be enough to have upper and lower bounds on the rate-distortion function of the source, R(X, D), that are within a reasonable gap. More precisely, as long as the gap between the bounds grows as o(log 1 D ), they can be used to evaluate the RDD. Moreover, since RDD only depends on the low-distortion behavior of the rate-distortion function, studying its asymptotic small distortion performance is sufficient for computing the RDD and as a result the ID of a source, without knowing the rate-distortion function explicitly. For instance, [61] studies the asymptotic behavior of the ratedistortion function of some stochastic sources and employs those results to evaluate the RDDs of some i.i.d. processes.
IV. COMPRESSIBLE SIGNAL PURSUIT
This section extends the CSP optimization proposed in [30] and [31] to stochastic processes. The intuition behind CSP is that if a set of signals can be compressed efficiently using a compression code, then the structure employed by the compression code can indirectly, through the application of the compression code, be used in building efficient compressed sensing recovery algorithms. In other words, CSP, through the compression code, extracts all the useful structure present in the data to reduce the number of linear measurements.
Consider a random vector X n , generated by a stationary process
Let (n, f n , g n ) denote a lossy compression code for X operating at rate R, and let
denote the codebook of this compression code.
Given the measurement vector Y m = AX n , letX n denote the solution of the CSP optimization employing the (n, f n , g n ) code. In other words,
The following theorem derives an upper bound on the loss incurred by the CSP in recovering X n . The bound on reconstruction distortion holds with high probability and depends on the parameters of the compression code n, R, D and , and the number of measurements m. It is important to note that the compression code used by the CSP optimization is not required to be an optimal code, and the theorem also holds even if the CSP optimization is based on an off-the-shelf compression code.
Theorem 4: Consider Y m = AX n , a system of random linear observations with measurement matrix A ∈ IR m×n , whose elements A i, j are i.i. d. N (0, 1) . Let C n be a lossy compression code for X n operating at rate R that achieves distortion D with excess distortion probability . Without any loss of generality assume that the source is normalized such that D < 1. For arbitrary α > 0 and η > 1, let δ = η
Finally, letX n denote the solution of the CSP optimization given in (2) . Then,
Proof: The proof is provided in Section VII.
Theorem 4 states that using a class of compression codes operating at rate R and distortion D, with m = 2ηRn log(1/D) random linear measurements (η > 1), the distortion incurred by CSP in recovering X n can be upper-bounded, with probability approaching one, as n grows without bound. In the limit when D approaches zero, the normalized number of measurements required by CSP for almost zero-distortion recovery of the source, depends on the limit of 2R log(1/D) . If the compression code used by CSP operates close to the fundamental rate-distortion tradeoff of the source, this limit approaches the rate-distortion dimension of the source [32] . To better understand the performance of the CSP optimization in the following section, we focus on this quantity and explore its connections with other known measures of complexity for stationary processes.
As stated in Theorem 4, η > 1 is a free parameter that affects the performance of the CSP optimization. Choosing a small η, arbitrarily close to 1, minimizes the number of random linear measurements, m, required by the CSP. On the other hand, since the reconstruction distortion scales as D
where δ > 0, for optimal scaling of the distortion ( √ D), η needs to be large. In other words, the closer 1 2 (1 − 1+δ η ) gets to 1, the better performance we get from CSP in terms of reconstruction distortion. Therefore, as η varies, there is a trade-off between the number of measurements on one hand and the scaling of the reconstruction distortion on the other hand.
Theorem 4 characterizes the performance of the CSP algorithm in recovering a random process, when there is no noise in the measurement process. In reality, there is always some noise in the system. The following theorem proves the robustness of the performance of the CSP optimization to measurement noise. Specifically assume that instead of Y m = AX n , the decoder observes Y m = AX n + Z m , where Z m denotes some random measurement noise. Further assume that the decoder employs the CSP optimization as before to recover X n from measurements Y m . That is,X n is still given by (2) . The following theorem states that if the noise power is not very large and the compression code's distortion D stays away from zero, then the performance of the CSP optimization essentially stays the same.
Theorem 5: Consider Y m = AX n + Z m , a noisy system of random linear observations where Z m is the additive noise and A ∈ IR m×n is the measurement matrix where A i, j are i.i.d. as N (0, 1) . Assume that the average power of the noise can be bounded by σ 2 m with probability 1 − m , i.e.
Let C n be a lossy compression code for X n operating at rate R that achieves distortion D with excess distortion probability . Without any loss of generality assume that the source is normalized such that D < 1. For arbitrary α > 0 and η > 1, let δ = η log 1 D + α, and m = 2ηn R log(1/D) be the normalized number of observations, and letX n be the solution of the CSP optimization, as given by (2) . Then,
Proof: The proof is provided in Section VII. The effect of the noise on the error is captured by 2σ m / D 1+δ η n, which disappears as n → ∞. This is due to the fact that by drawing the entries of the measurement matrix as i.i. d. N (0, 1) random variables, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of each measurement goes to infinity as n → ∞. If instead the entries of A are drawn as N (0, 1 n ), then the term dependent on noise becomes 2σ m / D 1+δ η , which does not disappear as n grows to infinity.
V. ALMOST ZERO-DISTORTION RECOVERY
Section IV formulated the performance of the CSP algorithm which employs a lossy compression code to recover the output of a stationary process from random linear measurements. Specifically, Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 characterize the performance of the CSP optimization, for noiseless and noisy measurements, respectively. In this section, we focus on the special case in which the lossy compression code is a high-resolution one, and therefore, D is very small. As a result, with high probability, the CSP optimization generates a high-fidelity or almost zero-distortion reconstruction of the input vector. While the CSP optimization is inherently a lossy CS recovery algorithm due using lossy compression codes, almost zero-distortion recovery performance can be achieved by letting the distortion of the compression code become arbitrarily small. To build the analytical tools and insights required to evaluate the CSP performance when the distortion approaches zero, in Section III, we focused on measures of complexity for stationary analog processes, and established a connection with the RDD of a stationary process and its ID.
In a noiseless setting, Theorem 4 asserted that given a compression code operating at rate R and distortion D, the CSP optimization is able to recover a signal X n from
randomized linear measurements. Note that the RDD of the source was defined in Section III as lim D→0
. Therefore, considering a family of optimal compression codes that operate at a very low distortion level, Theorem 4 predicts that, asymptotically, if the normalized number of measurements is slightly higher than the RDD of the source, then the CSP optimization generates an almost zero-distortion reconstruction. This result is formalized in the following corollary, which studies the performance of the CSP optimization in the extreme case, where D approaches zero. It proves that as long as the normalized number of measurements is larger than dim R (X), CSP recovers the source vector with almost zero-distortion. Corollary 2: Consider a stationary process X and a system of random linear observations, Y m = AX n , with measurement matrix A ∈ IR m×n , where A i, j are i.i.d. as N (0, 1). For any > 0, if the number of measurements m = m n satisfies lim inf n→∞ m n n > dim R (X), then there exists a family of compression codes which, when used by the CSP optimization, yields
whereX n refers to the solution of the CSP optimization as in (2) . Proof: The proof is provided in Section VII. Applying Corollary 2 to the piecewise constant source described in Theorem 3, implies that the almost zero-distortion performance of the CSP optimization for such a source depends on the RDD of this source. Corollary 1 shows that for the piecewise constant source we have dim R (X) =d o (X) = p. Combining this together with Corollary 2 implies that there exists a family of compression codes that when employed by the CSP optimization with a number of measurements satisfying lim inf n→∞ m n n > p yields an asymptotic almost zero-distortion recovery of this source.
Remark 2: Corollary 2 states that the CSP optimization can achieve almost zero-distortion recovery, using slightly more than ndim R (X) random linear measurements. On the other hand, for i.i.d. sources, under some mild conditions, nd o (X) characterizes the minimum required number of measurements for almost lossless recovery [34] . Note that if the rate-distortion function of the source satisfies the condition of Theorem 2, then dim R (X) =d o (X). Even without such an assumption on the rate-distortion function, we can employ Lemma 1 to upper bound dim R (X) byd o (X) and get the same result. Therefore, at least for memoryless i.i.d. sources, the CSP optimization achieves the optimal performance in terms of achieving the minimum required sampling rate.
For general stationary sources, if the decoder is restricted to be Lipschitz-continuous, then asymptotically the normalized number of measurements should be larger than lim sup n→∞d (X n )/n [62] , which is equal tod o (X) [33] . The CSP decoder is not Lipschitz continuous, but it achieves this lower bound. Proving optimality or sub-optimality of this bound in less restrictive cases which do not require Lipschitzcontinuity is an interesting topic that we leave for future research.
VI. FROM UNIVERSAL COMPRESSION TO UNIVERSAL COMPRESSED SENSING
In compressed sensing, the decoder tries to find the signal that matches the measurements and also has the same structure as the unknown input signal. In many applications, the structure of the input signal is unknown or only partially known. For instance, for an image, the decoder might know that the wavelet coefficients of the image are sparse, but typically images have other more elaborate structures as well. Moreover, in many application, it is desired to have decoders that work well for sources with different statistics. In summary, from a practical viewpoint, it is appealing to have decoders that take advantage of all the information contained in the structure of the signal, without having any prior knowledge about the source distribution. Such decoders, potentially, lead to very efficient compressed sensing algorithms that work for various source models.
A universal compressed sensing decoder aims at recovering an input signal from its under-determined linear measurements, without having access to the source distribution or the source model. The existence of such universal recovery algorithms is known for both deterministic [47] and stochastic [33] , [48] , [49] settings. In this section, we prove that a family of universal compression codes combined by the CSP algorithm leads to a family of universal compressed sensing recovery algorithms.
Consider a family of variable-length point-wise universal lossy compression codes (n, f n , g n ) for analog stationary ergodic processes with alphabet X ⊂ R. Assume that the family of codes (n, f n , g n ) operates at fixed distortion D. That is, for any stationary ergodic process X
, almost surely, and ii) lim n→∞ P( 1 n X n −X n 2 2 ≥ D + ) = 0, for every > 0.
Consider X n generated by a stationary ergodic process X with rate-distortion function R(X, D). A universal compressed sensing decoder observes Y m = AX n , and aims at estimating X n from Y m , employing the code ( f n , g n ), without having access to the distribution of the source. To achieve this goal, consider the following slightly modified version of the CSP algorithm, which we refer to as universal CSP (UCSP):
In other words, among all binary sequences of length smaller than n(R(X, D) + ), UCSP searches for the one whose decompressed version via the universal decoder g n yields the smallest measurement error.
∼ N (0, 1), letX n denote the minimizer of the UCSP algorithm that employs a point-wise universal compression code operating at distortion D. The following theorem characterizes the performance of the UCSP algorithm and proves that a universal compression code leads to a universal compressed sensing algorithm.
Theorem 6: Consider Y m = AX n , a system of random linear observations with measurement matrix A ∈ IR m×n , where A i, j ∼ i.i. d N (0, 1) . Let C n be a variable-length pointwise universal lossy compression code operating at rate R that achieves distortion D with excess distortion probability . For α > 0, > 0, and η > 1, such that η 
Proof: The proof is provided in Section VII. Comparing Theorem 6 with Theorem 4, it can be observed that the performance trade-offs for CSP and UCSP are exactly the same in terms of the rate-distortion behavior of the underlying compression code. The difference between the two is in the fact that the CSP optimization employs a compression code that is designed for a particular input source distribution, but the UCSP optimization requires a universal compression code. This might suggest that since UCSP has then same asymptotic performance as CSP, and in addition works for any input distribution, it is always a better choice than CSP. However, note that UCSP is built upon point-wise universal compression codes for analog sources. While such codes theoretically exist, practical instances of such codes are yet to be found. Moreover, another potential disadvantage of the UCSP compared to the CSP optimization is that while universal codes usually achieve the same asymptotic performance as non-universal codes, their finite blocklength performance is worse than non-universal codes.
Similar to Corollary 2, the following corollary considers the special case where the distortion approaches zero, and proves that, as long as the normalized number of measurements is larger than dim R (X), there exist universal compression codes that yield universal compressed sensing algorithms that can estimate the source with almost zero-distortion. Note that dim R (X) is the RDD of the source X, which depends on the source model and captures all the structure within the signal.
Corollary 3: Consider a stationary process X and a system of random linear observations, Y m = AX n , with measurement matrix A ∈ IR m×n , where A i, j are i.i.d. as N (0, 1) and m = m n is the number of observations. For any observation error > 0, if the sequence m n satisfies lim inf n→∞ m n n > dim R (X), then there exists a family of variable-length point-wise universal lossy compression codes which, when used by the UCSP algorithm, yields
whereX n refers to the solution of the UCSP algorithm (4) . Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of Corollary 2 and is omitted.
VII. PROOFS
The following lemma from [30] is used in some of the proofs. ∼ N (0, 1), i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Then,
A. Proof of Theorem 4
LetX n = g n ( f n (X n )). SinceX n = arg min x n ∈C n Y m − Ax n 2 2 , andX n ∈ C n ,
Substituting AX n for Y m , it follows that
Define the event E 0 as
By assumption, P(E c 0 ) ≤ . Conditioned on E 0 , from (5), we have
where σ max (A) is the maximum singular value of A. Define events E 1 and E 2 as
where τ ∈ (0, 1), and
Then, conditioned on E 0 ∩ E 1 ∩ E 2 , it follows from (6) that
Rearranging the terms and setting m = 2ηn R log(1/D) and τ = 1 − D (1+δ)/η in (7) yields
The inequality in (8) holds with probability P(E 0 ∩ E 1 ∩ E 2 ). In the last step of the proof, a lower bound on this probability or equivalently an upper bound on P(
Fixing X n = x n andx n , A(x n −x n )/ x n −x n 2 is a vector of i.i.d. N (0, 1) random variables. Therefore, by Lemma 3,
denotes taking the probability of the described event only over the randomness in the generation of the matrix A, for a fixed pair (x n ,x n ). By the union bound, for a fixed X n = x n ,
Taking the expected value of the both sides of (9) with respect to X n , and noting that the right hand side of (9) is not random, it follows that E X n P A ∃x n ∈ C :
Here E X n denotes taking the expected value of P A (∃x n ∈ C : A(X n −x n ) 2 ≤ √ (1 − τ )m X n −x n 2 ) over the randomness in the generation of X n . Note that in evaluating P A (∃x n ∈ C : A(X n −x n ) 2 ≤ √ (1 − τ )m X n −x n 2 ) randomness in A is already averaged out and therefore it is in effect a function of X n .
Rewriting P A (E) as E A [½ E ] and employing Fubini's theorem to exchange the order of integration, it follows from (10) that E A P X n ∃x n ∈ C :
Substituting for m from (3), i.e., m = 2ηn R/ log 1 D , and letting τ = 1 − D (1+δ)/η , the exponent in (11) can be upper-bounded as follows:
where (a), (b) and (c) follow respectively because log D/ log e = ln D, τ ∈ (0, 1) and δ = α + η ln 1 D by definition.
Define the function υ n , where υ n : R m×n → [0, 1], as υ n (A) P X n (∃x n ∈ C :
Note that in our model, m is also a function of n. We prove that υ(n) converges to zero, almost surely. By Markov's inequality, from (11) and (12) , it follows that
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, υ n (A) < 2 − 1 2 n Rα , eventually almost surely, and hence υ n (A) converges to zero, almost surely. This results implies that with probability one P X n (E c 1 ) converges to zero.
Finally, to upper bound P(E c 2 ), from [63] , by the concentration of Lipschitz functions of a Gaussian vector,
Letting t = 1 in (14) , it follows that
B. Proof of Theorem 5
LetX n = g n ( f n (X n )). Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4, sinceX n = arg min
Define events E 0 , E 1 and E 2 as in the proof of Theorem 4 and
Following similar steps as before,
The rest of the proof follows by setting τ = 1 − D (1+δ)/η , and substituting the values of the parameters in (17) .
C. Proof of Lemma 1
Given k, define a distance measure ρ k such that for x k ,
By a change of variable, 2 lim sup
Taking the limit of both sides as k grows to infinity, and employing Lemma 2 from [33] , which shows that the upper ID of a process X can be alternatively be represented as
Since R (k) (X, D) ≥ inf m R (m) (X, D), from (18),
where (a) follows from the fact that R(X, D) = inf m R (m) (X, D) [57] . This proves the lower bound in the desired result.
To prove the upper bound, fix a positive integer m ∈ N. Any integer k can be written as k = sm +r , where r ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}. Since k R (k) (X, D) is a sub-additive sequence [57] ,
Combining (18) and (19) , it follows that
Since m is selected arbitrarily, we can take the infimum of the right hand side of (20) and derive the desired result.
D. Proof or Lemma 2
By the lemma's assumption, dim R (X) = dim R (X); therefore, from Lemma 1,
for all m. Given the uniform convergence assumption, for any > 0, there exists m ∈ N, such that for all m > m ,
for all D ∈ (0, σ 2 max ). On the other hand, for any > 0 and m, there exists δ ,m > 0, such that for all D ∈ (0, δ ,m ),
Also, for any > 0, there exists δ > 0, such that for all D ∈ (0, δ ), R(X, D)
Therefore, for any , and , choosing m > m , and D ∈ (0, min(δ ,m , δ )), and combining (22) , (23) and (24) 
Since , and are selected arbitrarily, combining (21) and (25) proves that dim R (X) =d o (X).
E. Proof of Theorem 2
It is shown in [64] that for any stationary process X
Note that while some of the results in [64] hold only for sources that are either absolutely continuous or discrete, as shown in the appendix, this bound holds for general sources. Since the right hand side of (26) does not depend on D, it shows that R (m) (X, D) uniformly converges to R(X, D) for all D > 0. On the other hand, for any 0 < σ max < 1, and any D ∈ (0, σ 2 max ), 0 < 1/ log 1 D < 1/ log 1 σ 2 max . Therefore,
, for D ∈ (0, σ 2 max ), and by Lemma 2, dim R (X) =d o (X).
F. Proof of Theorem 3
Let X n denote the output of the source. Given the source model, X n can be written as R, D) is achievable for the coding source X. Then for any > 0, there exists a code of blocklength n sufficiently large, which operates at rate R and achieves distortion D + . We prove that R ≥ p R f c (D):
where in (27) L i = 1 + i−1 j =1 T j and (28) holds because S and T are independent. Given T k defineŜ i as follows:
Hence,
where step (29) follows from the independence of S i and T k for all i , step (30) uses the definition of the rate-distortion function for the source S, and step (31) follows from the convexity of R f c (D) and Jensen's inequality. On the other hand, given that N = k,
Taking expectations on both sides, it follows that
Note that T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T N−1 are i.i.d. and there existsT N such that
, and therefore
Combining (34) and (35) , since E[T k d(S k ,Ŝ k )|N = k] ≥ 0, it follows that
Combining (36) and (37) yields
Since N counts the number of jumps in X n , it can be written as
is a sequence of i.i.d. Bern( p) random variables. Therefore, by Hoeffding's inequality [65] ,
Now let n = p n 1/4 , and define the event E 1 as
Conditioning on E 1 we can rewrite (38) as
where δ n → 0 as n → ∞. Combining (32) and (41) yields
where the last step follows from Jensen's inequality. Now we already know that P(E 1 ) is very close to one. Also, from (41) ,
Therefore,
which again since P(E 1 ) is close to one yields the desired result.
2) Achievability: Consider the following encoder: to encode X n , first describe T 1 , . . . , T N losslessly and then lossy encode S 1 , . . . , S N . Assuming that the decoder already knows the blocklength n, to convey T 1 , . . . , T N to the decoder, it suffices to code T 1 , . . . , T N−1 , because T N = n − N−1 i=1 T i . To losslessly describe T 1 , . . . , T N−1 , the encoder first encodes N using the Elias gamma code [66] . Since N ∈ {1, . . . , n}, this requires at most 2 log n + 1 bits. Also, as showed earlier in (39) , P(| 1 n N − p| > 1 ) ≤ 2e −2n 2 1 . Define n and E 1 as in (40) in the converse part. Consider a family of lossless compression codes (n 1 , E (T )
n 1 (T n 1 )) and lim n 1 →∞ (T ) n 1 = 0. By Shannon's lossless compression theorem, there exists such a family of codes satisfying these conditions [54] . Note that H (T ) = 
Overall the number of transmitted bits is either equal to 2 log n + 1 if E 1 does not hold, or 2 log n + 1
In the latter case, the rate of the code can be upper bounded as
where (T ) * = max |n 1 − p|≤ n (T ) n 1 . Hence, X can be made arbitrarily small by choosing n large enough.
After receiving all encoded bits, if only N is transmitted to the decoder, it reconstructs the all-zero sequence. Otherwise, it outputŝ
Note that by constructionN = N, with probability one.
By the tower property,
Conditioned on E 1 ∩ E 2 , the distortion between the source block X n , and its reconstructionX n can be written as
Conditioned on N, T k and d(S k ,Ŝ k ) are independent, and T 1 , . . . , T N−1 are i.i.d. Also, there existsT N such that T N ≤T N , and T 1 , . . . , T N−1 ,T N are all i.i.d. Therefore,
On the other hand, since T 1 , . . . , T N−1 are i.i.d., we have
Also,
Hence, combining (45), (46) and (47) yields E[d n (X n ,X n )] ≤ max n( p+ n )
where δ n → 0, as n grows to infinity.
G. Proof of Corollary 2
Since lim inf n→∞ m n n > 2dim R (X), there exists η > 1, such that lim inf n→∞ m n n > 2ηdim R (X). Therefore, there exists n η > 0, such that for all n > n η , m n n ≥ 2ηdim R (X). On the other hand, for any γ > 0, there exists D γ > 0, such that for all D ≤ D γ , 2
R(X, D)
Hence, there exists η ∈ (1, η) , such that choosing γ small enough, we have
for all n > n η and D < D γ .
Since lim D→0 2D
Considering a family of lossy compression codes achieving (R (X, D ) , D ) and the CSP optimization that employs this family of codes, Theorem 4 proves the desired result.
H. Proof of Theorem 6
LetX n = g n ( f n (X n ). Since (n, f n , g n ) denotes a family of point-wise universal lossy compression codes operating at distortion level D, for any > 0, for all n large enough,
Then, P(E 1 ) ≤ , and conditioned on E c 1 , f n (X n ) satisfies the condition of the UCSP optimization. Therefore,
The rest of the proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 4. The only difference is that in this case, instead of the size of the codebook, we need to bound the size of the set
The rest of the proof follows similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the application of ratedistortion codes in building compressed sensing recovery algorithms for stochastic processes. Establishing such connections between rate-distortion coding and compressed sensing potentially enables application of well-studied state-of-the-art lossy compression codes in building highly efficient compressed sensing recovery algorithms.
We have focused on the CSP optimization proposed in [30] as a compression-based compressed sensing recovery algorithm for deterministic signals. For the CSP optimization that employs a rate-distortion code with a certain rate R and distortion D, we have derived an upper bound on the normalized distance between the original vector and its reconstruction that holds with high probability.
To analyze the asymptotic performance of the CSP algorithm when the distortion D approaches zero, we have defined the RDD of stationary processes, as a generalization of the RDD of stochastic vectors introduced in [32] . We have proved that under some mild conditions the RDD of a stationary process is equal to its ID introduced in [33] . Our results have demonstrated that in the limit, as D → 0, for sufficiently large blocklengths n, CSP renders a reliable reconstruction of the source vector with almost zero-distortion, with slightly more than n times the RDD of the source. This is equal to the fundamental limit of compressed sensing in memoryless stationary sources shown in [34] , which proves the optimality of CSP at least in cases where the lower bounds are known.
Finally, while CSP optimization is impractical and requires an exhaustive search over the codebook of the compression code, a recently-proposed compression-based compressed sensing recovery algorithm efficiently approximates the solution of CSP and achieves the state-of-the-art permanence in image compressed sensing [68] .
Consider a pair of random variables (X,X ) ∈ X ×X , with alphabet sets X ,X ⊂ R, distributed as p X,X , where p X,X denotes a general measure. For sets E ∈ X and F ∈X , the probability of the set E × F under p X,X is computed as respectively. Let P denote a partition of X × F into finitely many rectangles, {E i , F j } i, j . Dobrushin [32] , [67] established that for random variables (X,X ) with a general distribution, the mutual information can be generalized as
Wyner and Ziv in [64] proved that with sources with either discrete or absolutely continuous distributions we have
. (49) In the following, we prove that this inequality also holds for sources with general distributions. Given (X k ,X k ) and > 0,
Since I (X k ;X k ) is defined as the supremum of the objective function over all partitions, such a partition always exists. Combining these partitions yields a natural partitioning of X N ×X N . Since to evaluate I (X N ;X N ) and N involves taking suprema of the corresponding objective functions, we have
Canceling the common terms, and rearranging the terms, it follows that N k=1 I (X k ;X k ) − N N − I (X N ;X N )
Since log x ≤ x − 1, the right hand side of (51) can further be upper-bounded as N k=1 I (X k ;X k ) − N N − I (X N ;X N )
Since > 0 was selected arbitrarily, this proves the desired inequality, i.e., N k=1 I (X k ;X k ) − N N − I (X N ;X N ) ≤ 0. This result is analogous to Lemma 2 in [64] , but holds for sources with general distributions. After this generalization, the next steps required for proving the lower bound established in Section III.B of [64] also hold in this case, with no change. Therefore, R (N) (X, D) ≥ R (1) 
Using the fact that memory decreases the rate of a source [64] we get an upper bound on R (N) (X, D):
To prove the inequality (26), we first need to review some properties of N . Following the definition in (49) , it can be shown that N can be represented in terms of mutual information as follows [64] :
Note that with this alternative representation it is very easy to see that N is increasing in N [64] . Putting this together with (53) we get
where
follows directly from (54) . Note that R(X, D) is the ratedistortion function of the stationary process X. Let Y be the supersource whose outputs are successive blocks of m outputs of the source X. Applying (55) to Y with N = 1 we have
Since Y is defined as a supersource of successive blocks of length m of the source X, it is easy to see that R (1) 
